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QUESTION 1

Which statement accurately describes how you create a tax reporting unit (TRU)? 

A. When you identify a legal entity as a legal employer, the application transfers the legal reporting units that are
associated with that legal employer to HCM as tax reporting units. 

B. When you identify a legal entity as a payroll statutory unit, the application transfers the legal reporting units that are
associated with that legal entity to HCM as tax reporting units. 

C. You can identify a legal entity as a tax reporting unit. 

D. If you identify a legal entity as a payroll statutory unit, you will have the option to identify the payroll statutory unit as a
tax reporting unit. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You have completed the setup of third parties and third-party payment methods for your company. However, you
receive a notification that one of the third-party persons to whom an employee is making payment has changed his or
her bank details. 

What action should you take to rectify this? 

A. Search for the employee using the "Manage Third-Party Person Payment Methods" task and correct the bank details
associated with the third-party person. 

B. Create a new third party and attach the new bank account details. 

C. Correct the bank account details associated with the employee\\'s personal payment method. 

D. Change the bank details on the involuntary deduction card. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A worker moves to a different legal employer within the same country. The HR uses performs a global transfer to meet
this requirement. What is the impact of the transfer on the worker\\'s payroll relationship record? 

A. The payroll relationship will be ended and a new relationship is created. 

B. There is no impact. 

C. It depends on the customer\\'s payroll statutory unit and legal employer structure. 

D. It depends on the customer\\'s payroll statutory unit and tax reporting structure. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Your customer\\'s requirement is to pay employees within each of their three business units from a different bank
account. Which three setup steps should you complete? (Choose three.) 

A. Write a formula to retrieve the employees business unit details. 

B. Create a Default Payer Element with a Payment Criteria input value. 

C. Create one organization payment method with three payments sources and define three payment method rules
based on each business unit. 

D. Create three organization payment methods each with a different payment source. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

A worker\\'s payroll frequency changes from weekly to monthly. What action should you take? 

A. Terminate the worker\\'s assignment record associated to the weekly payroll. Create a new assignment record and
associate it to the monthly payroll. 

B. Transfer the worker from the weekly payroll to the monthly payroll. 

C. End the weekly payroll record to the worker and add a new monthly payroll record. 

D. Update the weekly payroll definition and change the calendar to a weekly frequency. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

When a customer runs a payroll, it creates payroll run actions for all workers included in the process. On which
employment record are the process actions created? 

A. Payroll Relationship only 

B. Assignment, Work Relationship 

C. Assignment only 

D. Assignment, Payroll Relationship 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

You are creating a custom balance that needs to include run results of all elements associated with the regular earnings
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and supplemental earnings classifications. How should you define the balance feeds to meet this requirement? 

A. Create balance feeds for each element belonging to regular earnings and supplemental earnings classifications. 

B. This requirement cannot be met because a balance cannot be fed by elements from more than one element
classification. 

C. Create a balance feed for the regular earnings classification and a balance feed for the supplemental earnings
classification. 

D. Create balance feeds for each element belonging to regular earnings and supplemental earnings classifications but
ensure the number of feeds does not exceed 250. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You are creating a car allowance element. The rules for this allowance need to reference the salary balance. How can
you meet this requirement? 

A. Associate the salary balance to a calculation card and reference the calculation card in the allowance element
formula. 

B. Enter the salary balance value as an input value on the car allowance element. 

C. Create a balance feed to feed the salary balance to the car allowance element. 

D. Reference the database item and appropriate dimension for the salary balance in the allowance element formula. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

A worker\\'s check has been returned to the company as it is damaged. This must be recorded in the application. What
action should they take? 

A. Rollback the prepayment process for this employee. 

B. Change the check payment status from paid to void. 

C. Delete the check payment payment result. 

D. Change the check payment status from paid to cancelled. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

How should you change the order of the task displayed within the payroll flows checklist? 

A. Amend both the sequence of the tasks on the task definition page and the task 
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B. Amend the task sequence on the task sequencing page. 

C. Amend the sequence of the tasks within the task definition page. 

D. Amend both the task sequence on the task sequencing page and the sequence within the edit task details page. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

You hire an employee on 01-JAN-2016. The employee is in the process of moving bank accounts and is yet to create a
personal payment method. How will the employee receive their payroll payment for the month of January? 

A. They will be paid by check, because this is the default payment method on the employee\\'s payroll. 

B. They won\\'t receive payment until they have created a personal payment method. 

C. A cash payment request will be sent to accounts payable, and the employee will be paid in cash. 

D. The payment process will error and they will not receive payment for the month of January. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An element is defined with costing type as "Fixed Costing". Which costing levels are considered while building cost
account? 

A. Payroll, Department, Element Eligibility 

B. Payroll, Element Eligibility, Element Entry 

C. Payroll, Element Eligibility, Department, Element Entry 

D. Payroll, Person Element Entry, Department, Job or Position, Person, Element Eligibility 

Correct Answer: B 
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